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The adverbs of frequency are words which tell in a general way how many
times an action is repeated. They are used in sentence patterns which
express customary or repeated action. They are not generally used with
progressive tenses. The following are the most common ones:

The words seldom, rarely and never are negative. They aren’t used with
not. The affirmative form of never is ever. It’s used with not and in
questions. For example:

-Does Bill ever call his mother?

No, he doesn’t ever call her.

No. he never calls her.

He seldom calls her.

He rarely calls her.

Interrogative NegativesAffirmatives

Ever?SeldomOftenAlways 

Rarely (hardly

ever)

Sometimes Usually 

Never Occasionally Frequently 

Same meaning

Not often





The positions of adverbs of frequency

Examples Type of Sentence

Bill usually makes a person-to-person call.

Affirmative Sentences
The charge is always less at night.

Bill doesn’t often call his mother in the morning.

Negative Sentences
She isn’t usually at home at that time.

Does Bill ever call his mother in the morning?

Is she usually at home in the evening?
Interrogative Sentences

When does Bill usually call his mother?

Who is usually at home in the evening?

Adverbs of frequency come before the main verb except verb 

to be because they follow it. Notice the following examples:



The Positions of Time and Place Expressions



The Position of Time Expressions



The Positions of Place Expressions



Numbers

• There are two kinds of numbers, cardinal and

ordinal. Cardinal numbers are used in counting

and to indicate quantities. Ordinal numbers are

used to indicate positions in a series.

• When a noun is modified by an ordinal number

and a cardinal number, the ordinal always

precedes.

e.g. The first three lessons are easy.







Telling Time: the following expressions are used to tell 

the time of the day.





Days, Months, and Seasons
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